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One Secret to Online Success is Video. Another best kept secret is Testimonials. Together they are an

unstoppable force in internet marketing. The secret combination to boost sales incredibly!"Stop Your

Website Visitors From Running Away Screaming!" GRAB Hold Of Their Attention And Put More Money In

Your Wallet NOW! This Revolutionary New Software Will Work For You Even If Your Website Is Brand

New And You Haven't Made Your First Sale Yet! If you long to have visitors stay on your website for more

than a few seconds and are frustrated when your visitors leave before they buy ... you're going to love

this! I'm going to pull back the curtain and show you exactly why Video Testimonial Machine is critical to

your success how to turn more visitors into buyers and why you need to get you hands on this software

NOW! The Secret Is To Make Your Website So 'Sticky' That You'll Stop Your Visitors In Their Tracks! You

work hard to bring visitors to your website - but how can you keep them there? How do we do this? With

Social Proof! Social proof that is so compelling, so riveting that you'll grab and hold your visitors' attention

when they see a smiling face, hear a comforting voice reciting passionate words that appeal to their

emotions. You can use testimonials to attract the attention of your visitors and keep it, all the while

causing them to drop their guard and eagerly listen to your sales message. When your visitors' eyes are

drawn to your customers' faces, amazing things start to happen! What makes this so sticky? You just

made an emotional connection with your visitor - a lasting impression. That's Social Proof ... and it means

more money in your wallet! Why am I telling you this? Because it has been proven that testimonials

attract and keep the attention of visitors to websites. When they are drawn to a video of your customers'

faces, amazing things happen. We use different parts of our brain when we visualize pictures, read words

and listen to an audio. When you use multiple streams of communication to connect with your visitor, you

create a lasting impression. What are multiple streams of communication? Moving pictures AND audio!

Social proof that is so compelling, so riveting that you grab and hold your visitor's attention when your

previous customers talk to them (audio), show a smiling face (video) and appeal to their emotions. Use

Testimonials To Unleash The Most Effective Sales Force In The World! What do I mean by "the most

effective sales force in the world"? ...and who are they? The most effective sales force in the world are
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your loyal, happy customers. The ones who buy from you over and over again. Every time you come out

with a new product, you know that they'll be first in line to buy it. Why? Because they know you, like you

and trust you because you have formed a lasting relationship with them. As long as you come out with

new products - they will buy from you over and over again. "My Product Is Brand New, I Don't Have Any

Customers Yet! What Can I Do To Capture Social Proof?" In this case, you simply contact a few

respected, known experts in your field and ask them to review your product. You explain that you need

objective reviews from people that are well repected in the industry and, are willing to give them a copy of

the product for FREE in exchange for their Video Testimonial. You could also offer a higher than normal

affiliate commission if they are also interested in promoting your product. You can also offer to reciprocate

promotion of their products, place a link on your site to theirs etc. The possibilities are pretty near

endless. Video Testimonial Machine Can Provide You With The Edge That You Need To Set Yourself

Apart From Your Competition. Let's summarize some of the benefits... The fastest way to get your visitors

to know, like and trust you... I.E. Social Proof! Social proof that is so compelling, so riveting that you grab

and hold your visitor's attention when you talk to them (audio), show a smiling face (video) and appeal to

their emotions with spoken words. The thing that makes Social Proof so effective is that it's completely

under the radar. While your competition is trying to pressure prospects into buying, Video Testimonial

Machine lets you influence the prospect in a more subtle fashion. You're perceived to be more of an

industry expert than a 'salesman'. The bottom line is: Video Testimonial Machine is all about having your

satified customers influencing prospects... Using Social Proof - a very trusted form of 'advertising'! An

easy technique to use if your website is new and you don't have any testimonials yet! 'A Social Proof

Software Machine' with easy as 1-2-3 operation. and much more ... The value of this software is easily

$47 ... but today you'll only pay $19.00 NOTE: You will receive instant download access... ...even If It's

3AM. Warm Regards, Timm Miller P.S. I highly and strongly recommend you pick up this software today

before the price goes up... This is an Incredible Value! P.P.S. There is NO refund policy attached with this

offer, due to the nature of this offer. When you note the LOW PRICE and fact that there is no way for you

to return a digital product, you should understand why. This is because once someone has downloaded

this product, I'll have no idea what will happen next. You may take action, do things right and make

money. Or you may do it all wrong - or even do nothing. If you think that this offer is risky because of the

"no refund" policy or don't have any plans with the product, then I advise you to leave this page. But if



you're serious about your Internet Marketing business and have solid plans on using the product, then I

urge you to act upon this offer right now!
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